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In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

The Three
Joe Sample, Shelly Manne,
Ray Brown
While this is a rare Japanese CD copy, this
was part of JVC’s limited group of pressings
to demonstrate the direct to disc recording
process. Joe Sample, Ray Brown, and Shelly
Manne put on a great performance here. A
relaxing way to start a new issue.
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Photography Jeff Dorgay
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Roy Hall
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Andre Marc
Monique Meadows
Eric Neff
Jerold O’Brien
Gregory Petan
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new arrivals...
Rob Sample, audio industry veteran joins our crew, but you won’t
see him in our pages. Watch for him joining our publisher on our
upcoming video series, “Guilty Pleasures,” Where we have heart to
heart discussions about those records we’re supposed to hate
but secretly love.

“We’re not worthy… we’re not worthy!”
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what’s inside:
www.audiosolutions.lt

Revisiting a
classic.
As part of Sonus faber’s 35th
anniversary celebration last year,
they produced 35 pairs of their legendary Stradivari speakers. Sonus faber has
pair 001. We’ve got 002. Breathtaking.


FIGARO XL in Gray Olive

$15,000 for standard finishes, $16,500 as shown
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More Power Scotty!
The Bryston 28B3 Monoblocks are the most powerful amplifiers we’ve ever used In-House.
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no.96
P U B L I S H E R S

L E T T E R

Summer is officially here in the Pacific Northwest, so it’s a great time to invite friends
over to enjoy some music, and maybe a meal or cocktails. Perhaps all three. Or trick
them into helping you move big speakers in the house. But don’t forget to feed them if
you do! We’re still rocking the (small and light) Totem Kin Play speakers – they’ve proven to work just about anywhere you’d like transportable sound of high quality. We’ve
even taken them on a road trip. In a small Pelican case, they leave enough room in the
trunk (or boot for the rest of you) of the convertible to pack an overnight bag.
Taking your music along, especially with a product that can stream digital music makes
short road trips that much more enjoyable. Those more adventuresome can pack an
HDMI cord to port movies from your laptop along with your favorite powered speakers.
Who knows, the road trip might go longer than expected!  One more streaming product
we’ve really fallen in love with is the Bowers and Wilkins Formation Suite. We have a
review of the stand mounted Duo speakers and Bass subwoofer. That the internal DAC
will play or stream 24/96 files is an added bonus. For many, this is all the system you
may need. And yes, you can add a turntable and expand to other rooms in the house.
Read all about it in the Journeyman Audiophile column.
Shanon Swetlishnoff returns and will be doing a regular column “Shanon Says…” going
forward. She is definitely one of the most passionate audiophiles we’ve had the pleasure to meet and being from the Great White North, super friendly too. I’ve never met
a Canadian I didn’t like. And she gets extra credit points for sharing my love of great
classic rock.
Contributor Brian Gage is actually a graphic/web designer by day, and after some
discussion, he’s going to be taking over the design and assembly tasks at TONE for us,
allowing me to concentrate on overseeing our continued expansion. This is a very welcome addition to the staff.   Here’s to you enjoying your summer. We’ve got quite a bit
of material coming your way in the months to come, so we hope it will make for some
good poolside reading.
Thank you for following along,
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

Ramones—Rockaway Beach
Jonathan Richman—That
Summer Feeling
Violent Femmes—Blister in the Sun
Sly & The Family Stone—Hot Fun in
the Summertime
Frank Sinatra—Summer Wind
Blondie—In the Sun
Martha Reeves & The Vandellas—
Dancing in the Streets
B52’s—Rock Lobster
10cc—I’m Not in Love
Bee Gees—Stayin Alive

Emily Duff took a second from her
usual column, recording a new album
and the summer NYC heat to give us
11 of her favorite summer tracks.
Because as she said, “I just couldn’t
stop at 10.”
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Old School
Respecting HiFi’s Past...

by Michael “Muppet” Laurance

Late to the Party—Pioneer Elite DV-45A
$42
People who know me will tell you one thing
with certainty- I have a slight tendency to be
late. Whether it be to the office, the meeting,
the party, a family function, a dinner, or a
gathering. Not grossly late, just a little tardy. Much to the surprise of my less technical
friends, I’m similarly a late adopter of technology, often clinging to vintage gear and older
formats (vinyl never went away in my house).
One of the formats that I walked into quite
late was SACD, but once I did, I became ab-

solutely hooked. I bought my first player for
a song, quickly acquiring a slightly better
player, and then a reference-level player. Isn’t
that usually how our affliction progresses?
However, I’ve always found my original bargain player to be extremely handy around the
house and in other locations and thought I’d
tell you about it here.
Let’s start at the beginning, shall we? My
whole addiction to this fantastic multi-channel world of music began with a Pioneer Elite
DV-45A for sale locally for the ridiculously
low price of just fifteen dollars, in nice condition, with the remote. Though I was skeptical,
I had to jump on it - but it was fully functional, and in the state described.
I didn’t even have any discs yet, but an audiophile friend (and frequent bad influence)
had a sizable collection, lending me about a
dozen to sample. He started me with some
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Old School
Respecting HiFi’s Past...

of the best offerings, both current and outof-print, including Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of
the Moon and Wish You Were Here. My new
habit was instantly formed. I can still remember my first experience hearing them on my
own system. It was fascinating discovering a
whole dimension that my multi-channel system now offered. Soon, I was shopping and
beginning to build my own SACD collection.
My new (used) Pioneer Elite was getting quite
the workout.
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by Michael “Muppet” Laurance

The DV-45A is not precisely what I would call
an economy unit, as the build quality is excellent and feature set robust. It plays both SACD
and DVD Audio formats. It has the usual gloss
black faceplate associated with Pioneer Elite
gear, making it a beautiful piece. Slimmer
than a lot of components, it slips easily into
any rack. Connections are gold-plated and
very solid. As a result, it’s become a unit that I
have taken with me to other locations. When
a friend was doing a high-end headphone
demonstration at his home, my humble player became our source component, using Miles
Davis’s Kind of Blue two-channel SACD as the
demo disc. It performed beautifully. I was a
little nervous that a room full of audiophiles
would scoff at my contribution to this demonstration, but the DV-45A held its own.
Which brings me to the final point - the
sound. For their price point, which was modest, to begin with, these players are excellent
performers. At the moment, I’ve gone back
to that Miles Davis disc to evaluate a pair of
speakers, and the DV-45A does everything
that a good SACD player should. I’ve always
been a fan of Pioneer DACs and the triple
192kHz/24-bit architecture presented here
still feels good today. While many listeners
claim that DVD-A is its strength, it performs
equally well with all shiny discs.

I do have better SACD players in my home,
but DV-45A gets an awful lot of use. I’m never
afraid to use it as it sits now, in my two-channel system, putting a pair of speakers through
their paces. (I have acquired a few great
two-channel SACDs in addition to the Miles
Davis disc.) It has a dependable accuracy and
sound that lets me focus on the other gear I
am evaluating. As audiophiles, we’re always
listening to our gear as much as we’re listening to the music (or so we’ve been accused),
but this player lets me relax and stop worrying about the source because I am familiar
enough with it to forget about it.
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Old School
Respecting HiFi’s Past...

by Michael “Muppet” Laurance

This player was built before some modern
video features became common, so should
you plan on purchasing one, expect this to be
more of an audio unit than a video machine.
There is no HDMI output, but there is a component video output. Regarding video formats, this was considered a “universal” player in its time, playing DVD-video, DVD-R, and
DVD-RW, but is not a Blu-Ray player. Again,
video playback is hardly what I bought it for.
I purchased this as an audio player, and I’m
still presenting to you as a valid one, indeed.
Purists can turn the video out from the front
panel. If you are using it as a pure audio
player, you will only need the video output
to set all the menus up. The OCD in me says
it should be off, but it doesn’t make a marked
difference in the sound quality. Also, the original remote is crucial to access all the setup
menus. Don’t buy a DV45A without it.
While some of the better Pioneer Elite SACD
players are becoming tougher to find in the
used market, the DV-45As are still plentiful,
and can often be had for under $40. This is
an absolutely unapologetic way for someone
arriving late to the SACD party. SACD titles
are out there in the new and used catalogs
and just about every place where discs can
be bought. As long as you have the proper
receiver or multi-channel preamp to support
the format, it’s a tremendously satisfying experience that I only wish I had
discovered much sooner.
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1095

Great sound for just over a G!

by Jeff Dorgay

The Rega Apollo CD player
$1,095
Rega.co.uk
Publishers Note: We’ve labeled our entry level gear column “995” for almost ten years now,
so in keeping pace inflation and tarrifs, we’re raising the price of entry to “1095” and letting
the new Rega Apollo in the door. We will continue to scour the audio world for items below
(and sometimes well below) this price point.
Everything seems to come around. With all the excitement for streaming building at a feverish pace, some people still like the old-fashioned way of serving up digital; namely, spinning
a silver (or maybe gold) disc. World-renowned turntable manufacturer Rega was one of the
last manufacturers to produce a CD player, but when they finally did put their engineering
mettle to the task, their players were brilliant. And very analog sounding. Years later, nothing
has changed, and their new $1,095 Apollo is by far the most sonically engaging players we’ve
heard at anywhere near this price. CD player? Have we gone mad in this world of curated
playlists? Read on.
Taking up a tiny footprint only about 8 inches wide, 3 inches tall and 12 inches deep, the Apollo is meant to be a perfect bookend to Rega’s remarkable Brio integrated amplifier, but it looks
awfully nice on the Quadraspire rack with my Nagra Tube DAC. Patterned after the rest of the
players in their lineup, the Apollo uses the same Starship Enterprise shaped lid for the transport. Rega’s Roy Gandy is a brilliant man with a wacky sense of humor, so one never knows if
this is on purpose or random. Either way, this manual lid assures that it is not another mechanism that will fail ten years later—Rega is always the master of simple elegance.
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1095

Great sound for just over a G!

by Jeff Dorgay

Fit, finish, and functionality is always top of
the class, and the Apollo feels much more
expensive than its price suggests. As well as
feeling rather heavy for its price. The front
panel features a large display, flanked by a
power button on the left and 4 buttons to control transport functions on the right. That’s it.
Perfect.
Quite the comeback.
28
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1095

Great sound for just over a G!

Several audiophiles that have ditched the
compact disc in favor of streaming or vinyl
have been sneaking back, with surprising results. On my recent podcast with John Darko
of Darko Audio, he admits “I recently picked
up a couple thousand CD’s at a great price
recently. I like to start my day with a CD over
the morning coffee.” Fascinating, captain.
Much as I love a well-oiled record player
that’s set up to perfection, or a mile long
Qobuz playlist, there is something pure about
putting a disc in, pressing play, and hearing a
full album from start to finish. “As the artist intended,” I believe the expression goes.
Without having to get up and flip the record
over. Not bad. Following Mr. Darko’s lead, I
substitute the morning coffee for a dreadful
bit of wheatgrass, and a copy of Brian Eno’s
Thursday Afternoon. With absolutely no worries about network issues. Sixty-eight minutes
fly by.
The Apollo comes out of the box with a sound
that is tonally neutral, free of digital artifacts,
and full of life. To get immediate perspective,
the Apollo is put in comparison with a stack
of Nagra Classic gear (amp, preamp, and DAC)
driving a pair of Focal Stella Utopia Ems, with
a dCS Bartok along for the ride in input two.
The Apollo makes an excellent debut, and
when switching back and forth between the
much pricier competitors, the lines are quickly drawn.
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by Jeff Dorgay

Where was sound this good 30 years ago?
Had digital sounded this good, this natural
30 years ago, who knows how things might
have shaken out in the music business? In the
early 90s, big bucks digital was just starting to
engage, but nearly everything for a thousand
dollars sounded like rubbish. Harsh, brittle,
and lacking in tone. I know, I was there.
Leave it to Rega, a company that’s always
been a little bit behind on the trendy curve,
(but over the top on the engineering curve) to
build a player that’s this good for this price.
Centered around the latest Wolfson WM8742
DAC chips and their own analog stage, all
carefully implemented in a compact case.
According to Rega’s Terry Bates, the players
designer, the analog output stage is entirely different. (Again, you’d expect nothing
less from Rega) He refers to it as “A discrete
implementation of an op amp with a nod to
forgotten about 1960s amplifier circuitry with
class A output.” In short, Bateman calls the
Apollo “greater than the sum of its parts,” and
we concur.
Tracking through an original digital pressing of Peter Gabriel’s Security, (the fourth
album to many of you) the dynamic range of
this player is stunning, offering considerable
weight and drive. The Apollo keeps the pace
with the densely packed, thunderous drumming on the opening track, offering compelling low-level resolution during the quiet
TONE no.96 JUNE 2019 |
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1095

Great sound for just over a G!

by Jeff Dorgay

The transport option
Where many of today’s digital enthusiasts add
a modestly priced vinyl deck to their system
to dip their toes in the pool of spinning black
discs, the Apollo is a perfect choice for those
going the other way. With so many CDs popping up at yard sales and in used CD stores,
there’s a lot available for next to nothing. And
you don’t have to worry about backing it up
either.
beginning of “Lay Your Hands on Me.” This
is a ton of fun listening to a disc, long since
ripped to NAS, that was one of the first CDs I
purchased back in the 80s, with its massive
“full digital recording” sticker on the cover.
The far reaches of the audio spectrum are
equally well represented. The deep, growling bass at the beginning of Charlie Sexton’s
“Plain Bad Luck and Innocent Mistakes” puts
the Focals to the task and rattles everything
on the coffee table. Sorry, you can’t stream
Under the Wishing Tree on Tidal or Qobuz,
so there are times when a player comes
in handy.
32
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Thanks to an optical and coax digital output
on the back panel, the Apollo can be used as a
transport for those with higher quality DACs,
powered speakers, or an all in one product
like the Linn Selekt DSM, or the Simaudio
MOON 390.
Used as a transport with all of these proved
excellent, but returning to the Nagra TubeDAC proved to be the best combination. The
Apollo as transport feels right at home
plugged into this $20,000 DAC, and when
playing 16/44 files, the sound from this combo
often sounds more musical than what
is streamed.
TONE no.96 JUNE 2019 |
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A perfect partner
Regardless of what you plug the Apollo into,
the results are highly rewarding. In the context of a primary budget system, it holds its
own and often betters the sound of turntables at the same price point. While our Rega
P3/Exact combination still offers a bit more
warmth and palpability through the midband,
the Apollo corners the market on dynamics,
and low bass punch. The two together make
a formidable pair, offering the best of both
worlds for a reasonable price - but that’s always been the Rega ethos.
Yet plugged into a six-figure system, the Apollo doesn’t disappoint in the least. Of course, it
does not have the finesse you’d expect from
a DAC or player that costs as much as a used
Audi, but the basics are firmly in place, and
that’s what makes the difference between
digital being engaging or not.
Whether you use an Apollo as a full function
disc player, or merely a transport, it will serve
you well. In addition to giving it one of our
Exceptional Value Awards, we’ve purchased
the Apollo for our permanent collection,
and it will be receiving a Product of
the Year award over at The
Audiophile Apartment.
Can you feel the love?
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The Audiophile Apartment
Sound for Small Spaces

The Audiovector SR 1 Avantgarde Arrete Speakers
$5,500
audiovector.com
There is something special about speakers hailing from Denmark. I’ve
always thought it was the quiet that gives Danish engineers the calm to
come up with innovative ideas in speaker design. It goes without saying
that we’ve never seen an unattractive Danish speaker, and the new Audiovector SR 1 Avantgard Arrete does not disappoint audibly or visually.
The model we feature here is the top of four variations on the theme,
starting with the $2,295 SR 1 Super. The Super and Signature feature a
soft dome tweeter and have about 5hz less bass extension (going down to
only 45hz, where the Arrete model featured here has a claimed LF limit
of 39hz)
Should you not want any electronics, you can order your Arretes as full
active speakers with built in power amplifiers and streaming DAC. We
definitely need to explore this option in a future review.

The people running Audiovector
certainly get the cool guy award
for building speakers that can
be upgraded all the way from
their base model to full active
should you so desire.
Not only is this a very green solution to manufacturing, but it’s a great
way to build brand loyalty. Start where your budget allows and then
merely upgrade later when you can. This is especially convenient with
speakers, because so often this is the component you build your system
around, perhaps even your whole room. Upgrade costs are very reasonable, so it makes more sense to “buy in” to Audiovector.
36
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The Audiophile Apartment
Sound for Small Spaces

For a detailed explanation of these speakers
and the tech behind them, please click here to
be taken to the Audiovector website.
These beautiful speakers are available in two
shades of white, gloss black and five different wood finishes. Our review pair arrive
in American Cherry Piano (glossy) and are
positively stunning. Stands are available at
an extra charge from Audiovector, but for the
duration of our review are placed on a set of
24” filled Sound Anchors stands. While functional, my trusty Sound Anchors stands are
not attractive enough to do these
speakers justice.
Sailing through the Bee Gees “Jive Talking”
is a convincing first impression, proving that
these small speakers have serious low-frequency output. Talk Talk’s Laughing Stock
shows off the airy nature of the SR 1 Arrete
immediately pulling you into this misty, ethereal recording. Placing these tiny monitors
nearly 12 feet apart with moderate toe in
makes for a seamless musical presentation.
Eyes closed, they sound like floorstanders.
Even in a 15 x 25-foot room, on the long
wall, the Arretes fill the room, powered by a
full stack of Nagra Classic electronics. (The
Nagra Classic Preamplifier, Tube DAC and
Classic Amp) If you are looking for a high
performance, yet small footprint system,
we couldn’t suggest a better match than the
Nagra gear. These modestly sized speakers
play deceptively big, exhibiting a tremendous
amount of linearity, producing inviting sonics
at a low listening level. Turning the volume
control down to the point where the Nagra
modulometers barely move from their rest
stops, the Arretes give a luscious rendition
38
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The Audiophile Apartment
of Ella Fitzgerald, in a way few speakers can
when playing at conversation level.

Speaking of specs, the Arretes have a pubSound for Small Spaces
lished sensitivity of 87.5dB/1 watt, yet they
are incredibly easy to drive with a 30 watt
per channel tube amplifier, in this case, my
PrimaLuna ProLogue ONE, with a fresh set of
tubes from Upscale Audio’s Kevin Deal. The
Arretes high resolution and adaptable character now take on a warmer, more vintage
sound via the EL34 tubes. Switching back to
the 100 watts per channel via the Nagra, they
become more forceful, more dynamic, and dig
deeper in the LF region, yet both renditions
are equally pleasant. The Arretes are indeed
amplifier friendly.
Regardless of musical preference, the Arrete’s
offer up a vast soundstage, incredible dynamic contrast and a very refined top end, along
with a perfect blend of woofer and tweeter.
The level of coherence they offer is the closest
you can get to an ESL or single driver speaker
without choosing that option.
We might say “Not bad for a $15k pair of
speakers,” but the Arretes are only one-third
of that price. Combine the useful form factor,
and these add up to be the best performing
small monitors we’ve heard in a long time.
At first glance, you might think this is another
two-way monitor with a ribbon tweeter, but
this is an air motion transformer up top. The
subtle difference is the AMTs radiation from
the rear of the driver, which in the Arrete, is
channeled out through the back of the speaker enclosure. The result is a much larger
spatial presentation than a mere front-firing
ribbon can accomplish.
This rear firing energy makes these speakers
very easy to set up, and whether you have a
large or small room, they are easy to get in
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the room and “tuned” in short order. Trying
diffusion behind the speakers kills the airiness, so I suggest minimal if any room tuning
with the Arretes. A solid hour maximizing
by Jeff Dorgay
speaker position should be all you need,
which again makes these speakers very environment-friendly. Even if you have to throw
them in the room, without regard to precise
placement, they will deliver an excellent performance, though a little bit of ultimate imaging will suffer. You can’t have everything. At
least not yet.
Tasty as these speakers are at low volume,
they can be played very loud without distortion. They generate some pretty dangerous
sound pressure levels, and the limitation will
be the lowest bass notes you are trying to
capture. Even when playing a long list of TOSCA tracks, I was amazed by how much bass
these small monitors could produce before
the woofer cones began to hint that they were
at the limit. You’ll bottom the woofers long
before you run the tweeter into clipping.

Audio Vector
tells us that their
Arrete models “are
to Audiovector
what AMG is to
Mercedes,
RS is to Audi and
M is to BMW.”
That had me
hooked...

Audio Vector tells us that their Arrete models
“are to Audiovector what AMG is to Mercedes,
RS is to Audi and M is to BMW.” That had
me hooked, and as I unpacked these tiny yet
potent monitors, the level of care in their construction is easy to see. They are simply beautiful to behold. A fellow colleague of mine
and I were discussing that weren’t that many
speakers at this price that are truly exciting.
Granted, there are several very nice, musically satisfying speakers for $5k a pair.
But you don’t buy an AMG, M or RS because
they are nice. You buy them because they are
exciting. And the Audio Vector SR 1 Avantgarde Arretes are exciting.
We would like to give a special thanks to Antonio Long of AudioVision San Francisco for
helping to facilitate this review.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

David Bowie—Rebel, Rebel
Tim Curry—Summer in the City
Bryan Ferry—Boys and Girls
Lenny Kravitz—Are You Gonna Go
My Way?
Van Halen—Beautiful Girls
AC/DC—C.O.D.
Cheap Trick—Hello There
The Tubes—Theme Park
Strawberry Alarm Clock—Incense
and Peppermints
Gino Vanelli—Black Cars

Inspired by Emily Duff, our publisher
has been rethinking his favorite summer tunes, preferably enjoyed with
the top down.
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The Journeyman Audiophile
Sound for for a bit more than a G...

The MoFI StudioDeck+U Turntable (with UltraTracker MM Cartridge)
$1,499
mofielectronics.com
After going through the ten-minute assembly procedure, how could I not play some Skynyrd?
Especially when it’s on MoFi as one of their Master Recordings? Sailing all the way through
Street Survivors proves a ton of fun, giving pause to how competitive this segment of the turntable market has become. No doubt because of how much better equally priced DACs are these
days, and how many outstanding players have entered this arena, concentrating on this
price point.
Much as I like the level of sheer sound quality MoFi’s StudioDeck+U offers, like the other tables
in their range, the SD+U allows you the option to take it further as your involvement with analog increases. A removable power cord, removable tonearm to preamp cable and of course,
the cartridge can all be swapped out later, revealing even more performance. In the world of
analog, every detail matters, and it’s nice that once you get used to your SD+U and ache for
more performance as your record collection grows, it’s a piece of cake. Not that you need it,
but I really enjoy using the SD+U with MoFi’s own record weight. It works great, fitting right in
with the aesthetic of the table. Please click here for the full list of specs for the SD+U.
Quick unboxing
Setup is straightforward and quick. MoFi has done an incredible job of packaging and labeling
everything, so even someone that has never set up a turntable will have their SD+U playing records in no time at all. The attention paid to all the packaging details almost feels Japanese in
execution. The belt and a few sundry items are all individually wrapped; even the anti-skate
weight and an additional set of cartridge mounting screws (with a screwdriver) come packed
in small cardboard tubes. There’s serious pride of ownership going on here.
The cartridge comes pre-aligned, so you only need to remove the stylus guard, install the
counterweight (and twist it to its marked position) and thread the anti-skate counterweight. I
suggest unless you have thin fingers like Yoda, to have tweezers on hand. That is the only thing
not supplied by MoFi.
Checking the alignment with the Analog Magic alignment system, showed the UltraTracker
MM cartridge to be well setup from the factory. A digital scale reveals that the factory preset
puts tracking squarely in the middle of the 1.8 - 2.2-gram range. The UltraTracker MM gives
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The Journeyman Audiophile
Sound for for a bit more than a G...

its best results slightly heavier at 2.15, but again, we are picking nits.
Follow the directions and dig it. Analog Magik also reveals excellent
speed stability, something you don’t always get at this price point.
Finally, one very important detail addressed with the SD+U is that it
does not make even the slightest sound, should you turn it off with
the system on. We’ve used a number of $5,000, even $10,000 turntables that send a massive turnoff transient through the speakers
should you shut it off with the rest of the system running. A very
thoughtful touch, that just might save a tweeter or two.
World class feel
Built here in the US, with guidance from Allan Perkins, the man
behind the incredible Spiral Groove table and managed by John
Schaffer, the man behind Wadia, the finished product looks, feels and
sounds more expensive than the $1,499 price suggests. Everything
from the 10-inch tonearm to the Delrin platter will tick all the boxes
for quality minded audiophiles.
MoFi has not revealed who makes their UltraTracker cartridges, but
again, this is a winner. Nearly all of the $500 cartridges we’ve auditioned are usually good trackers, but lacking either tonally or dynamically. This cartridge gives you all three, offering a high end that
is smooth, refined and extended - again something not expected for
this price. Their $800 MasterTracker cartridge (preinstalled in their
top table we reviewed last year) was also at the top of its class, but
getting so much of that flavor for $500 is over the top good. This table
and cartridge combination is sure to excite vinyl lovers new and old.
Budget minded audiophiles will love saving $200 buying the two
as a bundle.
Because playing records is such a tactile experience to begin with, the
style and design cues that surround the SD+U makes it as much fun to
actually use as it is to listen to. The low key, minimal footprint design
will be at home on any rack and in any environment.
Supreme sound
This is no poser turntable, though. When the stylus hits the groove
(gently, thanks to a well-implemented cueing mechanism), the music
flows with ease. This cartridge is really grain free - and as its name
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The Journeyman Audiophile
Sound for for a bit more than a G...

suggests, an excellent tracker.
The blazing guitars in Matthew
Sweet’s Altered Beast (via the Intervention
Records remaster) cut through the dense mix
with ease, keeping Sweet’s vocals locked in
place amidst a cluttered soundfield.
As mentioned earlier, the top end of this
cartridge is incredibly sweet and moving the
clock all the way back to 1983 with Liz Story’s
Solid Colors on Windham Hill, reveals delicate piano playing with plenty of texture and
decay, with solid attack as well. Overall, this is
just a great little cartridge that makes
no missteps.

your record collection. Should you be starting
your analog journey here, you’ll get spoiled in
a hurry. This one’s a keeper.

While the SD+U offers robust, tuneful bass response, it doesn’t offer up any feedback, even
placed on a modest Quadraspire rack, set on
a hardwood floor. The mechanical precision
of the SD+U makes for an incredibly quiet
presentation. Using the MoFi combination
with our reference VAC 170i integrated (with
built-in MM and MC phono) and the Focal
Stella Utopia EM speakers reveals a dark
background from music to emerge.
Wrap it up
MoFi has made it so easy for you to start spinning records, how can you resist? For those
of you stepping up from an entry-level/budget table in the $300 - $500 range, you’ll be
amazed at just how much music is lurking in
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Shannon Says...
Audio Musings from up North

by Shanon Swetlishnoff

A Golden Experience with Gold
Note PH10 and PSU10
$3,000
goldnote.it
The Gold Note PH10/PSU10’s swept back cooling
fins inside the gorgeous brushed silver finish instantly catches my eye, but the superb sound is what makes
this analog enthusiast swipe the credit card. As the PH10
has already been covered here at TONE, my mission is to tell
you about the difference the PSU10 makes to this outstanding
solid-state phono preamplifier. And it is a significant difference.
The Italian manufacturer Gold Note is well known for producing a
full range of audio components, some of which we have reviewed in
these pages to great result. The PH10 phono is packed with options
and features, offering 6 equalization curves including the RIAA, Decca-London, and American-Columbia curves. Gold Note takes this a
step further, by allowing you to customize the curves to your listening
pleasure, allowing that last bit of fine-tuning, and the best possible vinyl experience. Got some great reggae discs you picked up on that vacation to Jamaica that never sounded quite right? Now you’re covered.
The PH10 offers two phono inputs, each able to be set for MM or MC cartridges, with four different gain levels available: 3dB, 0dB, +3dB, and +6dB.
This translates to a gain range of 62dB to 71dB, so it will work efficiently
with lower output MC cartridges in the .25-.3mv range. The PH10 also has
9 different loading options from 10Ω to 47 KΩ, making it the most ver-
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Shannon Says...
Audio Musings from up North

satile and adjustable phonostage in its class.
Adding the PSU10 power supply doubles the
price of the original PH10, now tipping the
scale at $3,000, yet it is still a significant value
proposition, perhaps even more. The increase
in transparency, resolution, and separation
put it into a different league entirely. Now
judging it as a $3,000 phonostage, it is still a
killer deal. Instead of relying on massive capacitor banks to filter the AC, Gold Note takes
a dual choke approach.
Quick setup
Thanks to the small footprint of the PSU10,
which is identical to the PH10, the pair will
take up no more space than a standard, rack
mount component. Setup is straight forward,
utilizing an umbilical cord between them. If
you are adding the PSU 10 to your existing
PH10, be sure that both units are powered
down and unplugged before connecting the
two together. Then, power up the PSU 10 first,
from the rear panel, then the PH10 and use
the PH10s front panel switch as a master.
Most importantly, you will need to update the
firmware on your PH10 first, so that it will
recognize the external power supply. Stop
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by Shanon Swetlishnoff

here to get the update: www.goldnote.it/
download Internal component layout in both
the PH10 and PSU10 dictates placing the power supply to the left of the phonostage, instead
of on top or to the right. I suggest, maximizing
the space between them if your rack allows,
to achieve minimum background/electrical
noise.
Listening
The PSUs effect is heard instantly, this is not
an upgrade that you have to strain to hear.
Using the Acoustic Solid Vintage Exclusive
turntable, fitted with the Ortofon Quintet
Red MC cartridge, (with PH10 set to 6db/470
ohms and enhanced RIAA curve) a bevy of
test tracks from Tragically Hip, AC/DC and
Doris Day (how’s that for non-audiophile
selections?) all aspects of the PH10’s are substantially improved. Tracking through Doris
Day’s rendition of “When I Fall in Love” her
voice is more prominent, smoother and more
lifelike with the power supply installed. Paul
Langlois’ signature guitar in “Wheat Kings”
is a long term reference for textural ability,
and the PSU10 magnifies this texture, becoming even more lifelike, due to the additional
dynamic swing that comes with higher power
TONE no.96 JUNE 2019 |
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reserve. Ditto for the drumming in AC/DC’s
“Let There Be Rock.” Lead singer Bon Scott’s
signature growl is even more in your face.
Awesome.
Finally, resolution of the most delicate musical details puts this purchase over the edge
and is most evident with acoustic and vocal
pieces. It’s almost easier to hear when removing the PSU10 - the natural rendition of the
human voice fades into the background more,
and it won’t take you long to become addicted. I noticed the increased performance even
easier to notice with headphones on. The increased musicality offered by the PSU10 went
that much further to make my headphones
disappear on my head.

for making this a two box solution though,
because it does give you a chance to grow as
your system improves. The bigger your record collection, the more this purchase justifies itself. Adding the PSU10 to your PH10 will
invite some extended listening sessions.
Highly recommended.

Though I purchased both at the same time, I
see where the love comes from for the original PH10, but I couldn’t live without the
power supply. If your budget affords you the
luxury, get both if you can! Bravo to Gold Note
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In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

Finesse
John Klemmer
Another relaxing direct to disc, mastered by
the legendary Stan Ricker for Nautilus. Laugh
if you want, but that sax on the opening
track, is one of the biggest, most dynamic sax
sounds you will ever hear. Shake the moth
balls off that leisure suit, while you’re at it!
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MINE:
Welcome to

it should be yours

MINE:

We’re not just crazy about music and hi-fi here at TONE. While we can put many labels on our ethos,
claiming to be music lovers, audiophiles, or perhaps even qualityphiles, that doesn’t even cover it.
Having me so many of our readers from all over the globe, as we are well into our 13th year, I’d say
our readers are playful and inquisitive to say the least.
You’ve told us you like automobiles, motorcycles, fine art, bicycles, toys, cameras... Well, you get the
picture. Lumping this all under a banner labeled “Style” seems too limiting. Let’s face it, we’re all a
little selfish when it comes to our stuff.So, let’s call it what it is - MINE! And we’ll be sharing more of
our favorite stuff as we go.

Keith Richards 30th Anniversary
Talk is Cheap Box
$79-$599
elusivedisc.com

How much Keith do you want? The entry
level, 2CD set you see here is not crazy
money, but the big, big, box of Keith,
made by the Fender custom shop of the
same wood his Telecaster is, will set you
back serious coin. Whichever road you
choose, this looks like fun.
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MINE:

it should be yours

Vintage TEAC Reel to Reel Deck
$299 - $399
gigharboraudio.com

Our friends at Gig Harbor Audio are always finding great reel to reel tape decks, and like puppies,
they bring them back to the shop, clean them up, and find them a new owner. Think of them as
“tape deck rescue.”
You could get mental about the current tape craze and spend crazy money on a deck, or you
could go to GHA and just have a little fun. Make a few great mixtapes and enjoy.
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MINE:

it should be yours

Smurf PEZ
$3
amazon.com

What could be a better combination than
PEZ candy and Smurfs?
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MINE:

it should be yours

Brixton Forged PF10+
2-Piece, Carbon fiber wheels
starting at $16,000/set
brixtonforged.com

At the upper end of the scale, wheels can be
almost as expensive as premium cables or phono
cartridges. The Carbon+ range of wheels from
Brixton Forged use a full carbon fiber barrel, with
APP 6061-T6 aluminum centers. Brixton claims a
25% weight savings over forged aluminum.
Valet parking mistakes will be costly with these.
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MINE:

it should be yours

Cryo Stash IPA

$10/6-pack
hopvalleybrewing.com
Well, we cryo tubes, wire, and all things
audio, so “cryo-treated” beer seemed
very intriguing at the local liquor store.
And, without prompting, the local beer
merchant went on at length to tell me
about the “benefits of cryo-treating…”
Sound familiar? Beer Advocate rates
this one 3.86 “Very Good,” and we
concur.
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MINE:

it should be yours

Elevation Lab Anchor

$11.95 (pro version $15.95)
amazon.com

It seems like your headphones are always in
danger of something when sitting on your desktop. Elevation Labs has a two-phone solution with
their under desk hangers. Those of you with
larger, heavier phones, can use the Pro version.
Either choice is a great way to avoid desk clutter.
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Apple XDR 32” Monitor

$4999 (Pro stand, addl. $999)
apple.com

MINE:
70

Whether you’re relieved or outraged over the
stand being an additional G you must add to the
cost, or a G you don’t have to pay for because
you already have one, it looks like Apple has
again raised the bar for desktop imaging. Considering what a game changer the original 32” Cinema Monitors were, this will probably the same.
Except, this time we’ll wait for the first round
of change and buy it when they drop the
price to $2,999.

it should be yours
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MINE:

it should be yours

Kodachrome

No Longer Available
kodak.com
And even if you do find some in the freezer,
there’s nowhere left on Earth to process it. There
is one fellow that has figured out an “alternative
process,” but he’s claiming no image stability
(long the trademark of this iconic film) and the
“greens of summer” are no longer available. At
least not in the literal sense.
But what kind of a magazine that loves all things
analog would we be, if we didn’t at least lament?
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MINE:

it should be yours

Mulitperson Float
$369
funboy.com

How could you NOT expect a company named
Funboy to make something like this? Next time
you’re in the mood to eliminate a few friends from
your island, round up a few friends with the lure
of drinks and snacks. Float out from shore just
enough to make it a healthy swim back. Start a
cable discussion and throw the people you don’t
like off the float.
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MINE:

it should be yours
Iso Acoustics GAIA 1 Feet
$599/four-pack
isoacoustics.com

We’ve been experimenting with the GAIA 1s in a
number of different areas; beneath speakers, under heavy power amplifiers, and the results have
been fantastic. In every case, they have added to
the clarity of the musical presentation.
Iso Acoustics has other solutions,
and makes the GAIA footers in two
smaller sizes, all weight dependent.
If you have lighter components or
speakers, you may only need the IIs
or IIIs – saving money in the process.
Anyone wanting to get maximum performance from their system should
investigate a set.
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In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

Discovered Again!
Dave Grusin
Keeping the mid issue groove mellow, we
stick with Direct to Disc for $20. That’s about
all you need to plunk down for one of the records, on the Sheffield Labs label that was at
the beginning of “the audio store demo era.”
In 1976 and 1977, this title was ubiquitous.
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it should be yours

Afriti Fez

$60
fez-o-rama.com
You know how the song goes,
“don’t do it without the Fez on.”
The folks at Fez-O-Rama
have short, medium, and tall
ones, in a wide range of colors.
They also have multiple
tassle options.
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Setlist:

Photo by Jeff Dorgay

Todd Rundgren. Revolution Theater. Portland, Oregon. May 27, 2019.
Breaking it up into two sets, the wizard that can sometimes be reluctant to play the hits, dove
right in, playing his most accessible material all night long.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
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I Think You Know
Open My Eyes
Hello It’s Me
We Gotta Get You a Woman
I Saw The Light
It Wouldn’t Have Made Any Difference
Black Maria
An Elpee’s Worth of Tunes
Sometimes I Don’t Know What to Feel
Too Far Gone
A Dream Goes on Forever
The Death of Rock And Roll
Can We Still be Friends
Real Man

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Love of The Common Man
Compassion
Couldn’t I Just Tell You
Fair Warning
The Individualist
Eastern Intrigue
Buffalo Grass
Tiny Demons
Lost Horizon
Determination
Cliché
Bag Lady
The Want of a Nail
Fade Away
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Luxman:
Stunning separates
$14,995 each
luxman.com
Look at them, right up there on the front panel, bass and treble controls. I know
real audiophiles don’t need tone controls (actually, you probably do) but the +/8 dB at 100 Hz and 10 kHz work incredibly well when you’ve got that recording
that’s ever so slightly bright, or thin, or… I don’t know about you, but I’ve got
more than my share of records that could use a little bump or cut. Switching
them in and out at least a hundred times, I can’t hear a sonic difference, but
goosing the bass a tad on Deep Purple’s Made In Japan rocks. “Smoke on the
Water” never sounded better. Almost all of my Todd Rundgren albums sound
flat and thin, but 1db of treble cut and 3db of boost on the bottom end makes it
a lot easier for us to be friends. Weather Report’s Heavy Weather needed some
help too. Once you get used to this increased flexibility, you may never go back.
My favorite thing about Japanese culture is the attention they pay to even the
most minute detail, and the way that things are always done in a purposeful
manner. Those of you that are equally detail-oriented will love Luxman products - and their C-900u control amplifier and M-900u power amplifier (which
can be used as a monoblock as well) are fantastic examples of this philosophy.
Much like Luxman’s PD-717 turntable that we reviewed last year, just taking
it out of the box is somewhat of a ritual. I’ve never unpacked components that
have been put in their boxes with the level of care that Luxman components are
packed - not even Apple products are at this level.
Tactile and functional excellence
Getting past the initial excitement of unboxing these components, the way they
genuinely integrate into your system, into your life is what makes them so lovely. Around the back panel of the M-900u sits the most useable speaker binding
posts ever made. Where a few other premium manufacturers use winged binding post knobs, these are knurled round items. The most massive cables you can
think of will work effortlessly with the M-900u. However, you can’t use banana
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that is very easy on the eyes. Again, it’s a color
you want to leave on when listening. An added benefit, Luxman offers a zoom mode, that
makes it even easier to see volume level, no
matter where you are in the listening environment. Finally, on the back panel of the C-900u,
every single input and output jack is covered
with a light grey cover bearing the Luxman
logo.
Both components are fully balanced, with the
M-900u offering XLR and RCA inputs, with the
C-900u offering three inputs and two inputs,
each having XLR and RCA options. There is also
a set of RCA inputs labeled “external pre-in” to
use in a theater setup. Onboard phono is not
included, for that, you will need to use a phonostage of your choice or one of the offerings
from Luxman. (hint, hint, their EQ-500 is on its
way as you read this.)
Perfect synergy
ends with these binding posts, only spades.
Where a few other manufacturers that do offer
power output meters go big, and Nagra goes really small, the M-900u offers modest sized power output meters, tucked off to the left-hand side
of the faceplate, gently lit and just big enough
to see from the other side of the listening room.
Thoughtfully, a switch is on the front panel to
turn them off, but why would you want to?
As you move both pieces to your equipment
rack, pay careful attention to the metalwork.
The precision in the cuts of the ventilation
vents, the openings for the power meters and
the control knobs are exquisite. Only Boulder
and Burmester produce casework with this
fine of a finish, and they are both considerably
more expensive than these two pieces from
Luxman, which both have an MSRP of $14,995.
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The C-900u offers the same level of fit and finish, along with a high level of human engineering. In addition to the tone controls, the front
panel has the input selector and volume control larger in size and more centrally located
for ultimate convenience. Even the remote control is just right in terms of size, with nothing
left to chance. All inputs have a volume trim
and phase preset and can be adjusted via the
remote.
Good as the casework is, the same level of detail
is taken with the components used, from the
1250VA power transformer, all the way to the
signal wire going to the speaker binding posts.
Even the feet are machined and optimized for
maximum vibration control.
Though the trend in front panel displays tends
to be blue these days, the C-900u’s fluorescent
display is a softer, yellow-ish, amber-ish color

Of course, the M-900u and the C-900u work perfectly together, as you would expect from any
manufacturer. Should your Luxman experience not start with both amplifier and preamplifier, rest assured that both separates should
work equally well with whatever else you have
in your system right now. You can get the complete specs for input and output impedance
here, on the Luxman website.
Suffice to say, we matched the C-900u with
power amplifiers from Pass Labs, McIntosh,
Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Nagra, BAT,
and PrimaLuna - balanced and unbalanced, all
worked perfectly together. The converse goes
for the M-900u - trying it with about eight different preamplifiers, all yielded great results.

The sound
Both of these components sounded dynamic
and alive right out of the box, opening up only
slightly after being powered up for 48 hours,
and not really changing much more with weeks
of play. The last generation of Luxman flagship
power amplifiers were full class-A, the current
M-900u is now a class AB amplifier, but it offers
more power than the model it replaces, producing 150 watts per channel into 8 ohms, and
able to generate 1200 watts per channel into a
1-ohm load.
We were not able to verify this, but my vintage
Magnepan Tympani IV speakers go down to
about 3 ohms and are incredibly power hungry.
The M-900u was able to play these problematic
speakers to room-filling volume without issue,
and without generating extreme heat either.
Though the Quad 2812s are not terribly power hungry, they tend to give a more expansive
performance with amplifiers that can deliver a
lot of current, and present a somewhat capacitive load. Again, the M-900u sails through this
torture test.
Where the past generation of Luxman Class-A
monoblocks had a slightly warmer presentation, more like that of their 590 series integrated
amplifiers, the M-900u/C-900u is more neutral
in tonal value, with perhaps just a slight touch
of warmth. All but those having incredibly forward sounding speakers or a room with an excess of high-frequency energy will feel right at
home with these two components. Because of
this voicing, they blend into the background,
putting you right into the musical performance
and serve the music - as it should be.
In my primary system with the mighty Focal
Stella Utopia EM’s and the Quad 2812 speakers
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The Luxman M-900u
and C-900u
Peripherals
(with six pack of REL no.25 subwoofers - review in the works) the sound field generated
is enormous in all three dimensions. Playing
bass heavy tracks reveals power, control, and
texture, and when listening to acoustic instruments, not only is the timbral information rendered accurately, the spatial information is as
well. Nothing is bombastic, violins sound like
violins, not six-foot tall violins.
Going all the way back to George Winston’s
December, on vinyl, his piano comes forward
with the necessary amount of sheer acceleration to convince your brain that you are really
listening to a piano (again, kudos to the Focal’s
for some help here) and the decay is breathtaking. This is what world class components offer,
and that this level of fidelity is available at the
price point of these two components is out of
this world good.
Close to the edge
The Luxman pair does not lose composure
when pushing the level meters to full output,
and a little beyond. Even when listening to very
dynamic rock and classical pieces at a reasonably high level, it was impossible to achieve
clipping on anything but the Magnepans - and
then it was not harsh, more of a flattening. On
most speakers, your ears will relent in pain
(or at least a little buzzing) before you push
the M-900u too far. For those of you that need
still more, a simple flip of a switch turns them
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into monoblocks, capable of delivering twice as
much power, with up to 2400 watts per channel
available at 1 ohm.
Luxman mentions new gain stages that utilize
a minimal negative feedback (they call it ODNF
version 4.0) and the improved, LECUA 1000 attenuator circuit, that offers adjustment from
0db to 87 dB in single dB steps. It all works together to provide a neutral, yet airy rendition
that is resolving enough to be engaging and
smooth enough to be fatigue-free - a tough balance to achieve, especially for solid-state components. It has to be said that Luxman is one
of the masters of the genre, no doubt depending on the same engineers that voice their tube
components.
Understated value

Analog source
Grand Prix Audio Monaco/Tri
Planar, Koetsu Jade Platinum,
Luxman PD-717/Kiseki Purple
Heart
Phono stage
Pass Labs XS Phono
Digital source
dCS Vivaldi One
Speakers
Focal Stella Utopia EM
Cable
Cardas Clear,
Tellurium Q Statement

While $30,000 is not a pittance by any stretch of
the imagination, in the greater context of what
is available at the top of today’s audio market,
I consider both of these Luxman components
an Exceptional Value, worthy of our award, but
the pair together is even more. Taking into account the obvious synergy and similar voicing,
this is an amplifier and preamplifier that is a
solid “end of the audio journey.” Thanks to the
ability to turn the M-900u into a monoblock and
expand the sound you love, should your taste
in speakers change solidifies this even more.
Well done, Luxman.
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The Van Alstine SET 400
Power Amplifier
$2,000?

avahifi.com
While so many know Van Alstine for their vintage Dynaco mods, owner Frank Van Alstine has
been designing and building his own components for decades. Everything we’ve had the opportunity to listen to has been at the top of its class, providing outstanding sound and value.
Van Alstine takes a pass on aesthetics, putting every penny inside the box, but to be fair AVA has
stepped up their game in their recent round of products, shedding the “modder” look. But you
don’t buy Van Alstine for fancy casework. Staying true to their original design ethos, the SET 400 comes in just under $2,000, in a black, Ha-
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The AVA
Vision SET
400 Amplifier
The Good:
Tons of power
Bargain price
Top shelf reliability
Great sound

Not so much:
Spartan aesthetics

The Verdict:

&
MORE MUSIC POWER

Mu-so 2nd Generation

Another Exceptional
Value Award winner

LUXURY DESIGN

Introducing the New Naim Mu-so 2nd Generation
Mu-so 2nd Generation evolves the iconic styling of its predecessor, but under its luxury aluminium casing are game-changing performance, feature and functionality upgrades. From high-resolution streaming to multiroom music to
TV sound; you’ve never heard it so good from an all-in-one wireless system.
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fler-like front panel and rocker switch
for power. The upgraded cosmetics you
see here are only an additional $200—
an excellent way to give the performance-oriented audiophile trying to
maximize every dollar an option.
Van Alstine takes a pass on aesthetics,
putting every penny inside the box, but
to be fair AVA has stepped up their game
in their recent round of products, shedding the “modder” look. But you don’t
buy Van Alstine for fancy casework.
Staying true to their original design
ethos, the SET 400 comes in just under
$2,000, in a black, Hafler-like front panel and rocker switch for power. The upgraded cosmetics you see here are only
an additional $200 - an excellent way to
give the performance-oriented audiophile trying to maximize every dollar
an option.

We’ve always been fans of Mr. Van Alstine’s
designs, but he’s really outdone himself on the
SET 400. This amplifier is powerful yet delicate. A tough benchmark to hit for expensive
solid-state amps, but unheard of for $2,000.
Overall tonal balance is very neutral but easily
warmed up for those wanting that sonic signature with a tube preamplifier. For many of us,
a tube preamplifier and big solid state power
amplifier have always been a quick way to nirvana without buying a lot of power tubes.
Mated with a vintage Audio Research SP-11,
borrowed from staffer Jerold O’Brien, the SET
400 is positively heavenly with our vintage
Magnepan Tympanis. If you’ve been looking
for a killer Magnepan amplifier that doesn’t
break the bank, there is nothing better at anywhere near this price.
Equally great results were had with speakers
from Focal, JBL, (the new L-100 Classics) Paradigm, and Raidho. There’s nothing the SET 400
won’t drive with ease. Even with something
smaller, like the KEF LS-50s (notoriously power
hungry) Harbeths and various LS3/5A speakers, the control provided by a high power amplifier is tough to ignore.
Please click here for Rob Johnson’s full review.
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Bryston 28B Cubed
Monoblocks
$11,995 each

Audio enthusiasts are often torn between the nuance of a small amplifier, (often due to a more
simple circuit design) and the sheer heft and control of a big amplifier. For some, the sensitivity
of your speakers will determine the route you should go. If you have low sensitivity (86db/1-watt
or lower) speakers, you’ll need to seek out high power or live frustrated by a lack of control and
dynamic range. Those with speakers having a high sensitivity (94db or greater) are wasting the
capability of a high powered amplifier, and perhaps wasting money as well.

bryston.com

by Jeff Dorgay
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The new 28B “cubed” amplifiers from Bryston weigh in at over 100 pounds each and tip the price
scale at close to $24k/pair. This is big dough for Bryston, who’s made a reputation on modestly
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The Good:
Power beyond belief
Exceptional musicality
Will outlive you
Lovely industrial design

Not so much:
Heavy, get a friend to help with the lifting

The Verdict:
Bryston has built a winner with the 28B cubed
amplifiers. Nothing can touch these in terms
of performance for the price. Just be cautious
with the volume control. These produce so
much clean power, a dB meter might be a good
thing until you get used to just how loud they
can play.
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Bryston
28B Cubed
Monoblocks

Audio enthusiasts are often torn between the
nuance of a small amplifier, (often due to a more
simple circuit design) and the sheer heft and
control of a big amplifier. For some, the sensitivity of your speakers will determine the route you
should go. If you have low sensitivity (86db/1watt or lower) speakers, you’ll need to seek out
high power or live frustrated by a lack of control
and dynamic range. Those with speakers having
a high sensitivity (94db or greater) are wasting the
capability of a high powered amplifier, and perhaps wasting money as well.
The new 28B “cubed” amplifiers from Bryston weigh in at over 100 pounds each and tip
the price scale at close to $24k/pair. This is big
dough for Bryston, who’s made a reputation on
modestly priced gear that delivers heavily on
performance and reliability. Their products carry a
20-year warranty, and a cursory poll of the TONE
staff and close friends doesn’t turn up a single
person that has ever had a Bryston product fail.
The only other amplifiers we’ve had that luck with
in TONE’s near 16-year history is Nagra and Pass
Labs. Everything else we’ve owned has been
back to the shop at least once over the years.
Assuming that your favorite power amplifier (that
probably weighs 100 pounds or more) is going to
cost around $500-$700 with insurance to make a
round trip for service, just this aspect of Bryston
ownership goes a long way at justifying the price.

Should that not be enough to convince you, perhaps the great sound and the fact that these amplifiers can produce 1000 watts per channel into
an 8-ohm load and 1800 watts per channel into a
two ohm load. You could power a PA system with
that much power. (some sound reinforcement
companies do.)
Power and reliability are great, but the recent
cubed version of Bryston amplifiers bring a much
higher level of sheer musicality to the table.
Where the past Brystons have always been tonally honest, they’ve been accused of being slightly
uninvolving by some. Those days are over. These
are wonderful amplifiers. They play great quiet
and they hold their composure at high volume.
We couldn’t play anything loud enough to hear
even a hint of strain, fatigue, or distortion.
And, for those who have found Bryston amplifiers a bit visually sterile, the new cubed series
features stunning, thick, machined faceplates
that are beautifully finished. The dilemma is to
get them without handles and admire them even
more, or to get the handled version, because
that makes them a little easier to carry around
and move into place. Make no mistake, the 28B
cubed amplifiers are world class—visually and
sonically. They just don’t cost crazy money.
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Roon Nucleus
and Nucleus+
$1,399 and $2,499, respectively
roonlabs.com
You can fuss with all the other music cataloging and delivery platforms out there, or you can
get Roon. If keeping track of all the music in your life, resident on your NAS drive(s) and in the
streaming realm, there is nothing better. Roon runs on a Mac or PC, and it can even run in the
background while you’re using your machine for other stuff.
However, you won’t get the maximum performance from the Roon interface, especially if you
have a large library, take advantage of Roon’s DSP options, or are running Roon in multiple zones
simultaneously. It takes a fair amount of processing power to keep track of all those tracks.
You may even progress to dedicating a single computer to run your Roon core, but even that is
an interim solution, with its own limitations. Again, the larger your collection, and the more you
are keeping track of from streaming services, the more it taxes the software’s ability to juggle
everything. If you have a couple hundred discs ripped on a local drive and are maybe following
a couple hundred more, you don’t need a Nucleus.
But for the rest of us crazed music collectors, you’ve probably noticed that running Roon on your
Mac mini is starting to get slower, and slower. You’ve also noticed just how much it costs to buy a
new Mac mini these days. Forget about that, come on over to the other side.
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Roon Nucleus
and Nucleus+
The Good:
The worlds biggest record store 24/7
Integrates your NAS and streaming
content seamlessly
So easy to use, they don’t even print an
instruction manual
Lightening fast response, no matter how large
your music collection

The Verdict:

The Roon Nucleus is a purpose-built hardware
solution with a proprietary OS, optimized for
said hardware. It’s not meant to be used for editing photos or answering email. It does nothing but run your Roon core at lightning speed.
Though both the Nucleus and Nucleus + look
identical in size, the + has more performance
bandwidth, suggested for users with more than
10,000 albums in their collection, where the
standard model is for 10,000 albums and under.

There is no better, faster, easier way to
access digital music than ROON. Isn’t that
worth a few latte’s a month?

It works flawlessly, and we’ll go as far as to say
that you haven’t experienced the true pleasure
of Roon if you’re running it on a Mac or PC.

Not so much:
Some will balk at paying $20/month for
the service.

You can read the rest of our analysis here.
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The Vitus Audio
RI-101 Integrated

$15,600 (amplifier), DAC/Streamer module ($5,000 additional)
vitusaudio.com

Forget about the vinyl resurgence for a minute - but just for a minute! Another significant resurgence that’s snuck upon us is that of the integrated amplifier. In the 60s and 70s, substituting the
receiver with a tuner/integrated combo was seen by many as the gateway to a rack of separate
components. It also allowed the user wanting more power, to buy a more powerful integrated
amplifier and do a minimum spend on the tuner, if that was the preference, or not at all.
Today, with streaming audio putting the FM tuner into near extinction, the integrated is back with
a vengeance. With so many premium manufacturers bringing their expertise to bear, current
integrateds sound as good as, and in some cases better than separates. This solves two problems:
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first—one no longer need to agonize over the cable between the amp and pre, second - impedance
matching and compatibility are assured. Not to mention the space saving aspect.
Some manufacturers are actually taking us back towards the functionality of the almighty receiver, combining phono sections, and now streaming DACs are on the chassis as well. The obvious
argument is the worry over individual sections becoming out of date, and the resulting horror of
having an integrated amplifier with a DAC or phono stage that no longer is up to par.
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Vitus Audio takes a more forward-thinking
approach. They have left the phono stage out
of their integrated amplifiers, and allow you
the option of ordering a streaming DAC that
can handle all current digital files as a plugin option. In the event of a unit failure, or a
significant upgrade to digital capabilities, one
merely unplug the digital module and make
the change. This is a big step in future-proofing
their product and should be welcomed by all.
Tipping the weight scale at just under 85
pounds, and the price scale at just under $20k
with streaming DAC module installed, their RI101 can hardly be called entry level. While it is
at the bottom of their range, this is an excellent
combination sonically, and better than many
companies’ flagships.
With 300 watts per channel, the RI-101 drives
any speaker, with authority, and because it is
not a full class-A design, will not use quite as
much power or generate as much heat as the
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giant Vitus monoblocks. Chances are at modest
volume levels, you’ll still be listening with the
amplifier biased in class-A mode, so you are
reaping the benefits of their finest amplifiers.
The onboard, streaming DAC decodes everything
and is a Roon endpoint to boot. World-class audio is only five minutes away from unboxing.
Plug it into the wall, connect your speakers and
an Ethernet cable. Tell ROON where to send
your music and press play. Done. Add a few
more minutes if you have a turntable and phono
preamplifier.
Top quality sound doesn’t get any easier than
this. For all but the most obsessed audiophile,
the RI-101 is a destination product. For the rest
of you, Mr. Vitus has a full line of components
that go as far as your bank account and biceps
can handle.
Please click here to read our full review.
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The Vitus Audio
RI-101 Integrated
Amplifier
The Good:
Single box, premium sound
Fantastic on-board DAC/Streamer
Modular approach offers easy upgrade path
Great way to enter the Vitus family

Not so much:
None

The Verdict:
Vitus has leveraged their engineering and
build capabilities to produce an amplifier
challenging many separate components
for a fraction of the price.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

Mark Knopfler—Boom, Like That
John Hiatt—Down Around My Place
Rainbow—Stargazer
Robert Plant—Carry Fire
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers—
When the Time Comes
Sugartooth—Sound of Her Laughter
In Exile—The Pineapple Thief
Bad Religion—Nobody Listens
Peter Gabriel—Mercy Street
Porcupine Tree—The Creator
Has a Mixtape

Staffer Michael “Muppet” Laurance
has another great list of tracks for us
this issue.
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The Nagra Classic
Power Amplifier
$16,595

nagraaudio.com
Nagra is much like the Swiss watch manufacturer Rolex, in the sense
that they are such a vertical manufacturing company, with incredibly
high precision. Nearly everything is made in house, keeping a tight rein
on quality at every turn. Once, on a visit to the Nagra factory, Matthieu
LaTour (Director of Nagra’s Audio Division) told me that they even
used to make the screws in house, “but that got a bit too expensive.”
One of the most exciting aspects of watching a Nagra component come
to life is the installation of their famed modulometer – the circular
output meter that displays both channels in a gently backlit yellow
glow. The care that goes into the construction of this meter eclipses
that of any mass market component and has been a Nagra standard
since the company’s beginning. And yes, the audio purists that can’t
be interrupted by any lights during their listening session can turn
this light off via a front panel switch. We prefer to bask in the glory of
the meter.
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Nagra components are made with a sense of
care, passion, and attention to detail. When finished, performance is confirmed with the same
rigorous diligence, assuring that when these
works of audio art get to your door, they will
perform flawlessly for generations.
The sound produced by all Nagra components
is uncolored, and while their top HD range has
been gaining acclaim at all the world’s top audio shows, the Classic components share the
same lineage and are incredible in their own
right. Some prefer the larger, full-sized (at least
by American standards) casework of the HD
components, but the Classic line is perfect for
the music lover wanting high performance in
a more compact form factor.   Though deceptively small in physical size, there isn’t a square
millimeter of wasted space inside the Classic
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Power Amplifier, and removing the top reveals
a massive power transformer. 300,000uf of filter capacitors assures smooth, noise-free current is delivered to all stages of amplification.
Your perception will change when you lift the
Classic Power Amplifier – it weighs 39 pounds,
10 ounces. (Swiss precision, you know…)
The Classic Power Amplifier offers XLR and
RCA inputs and produces 100 watts per channel. Just in case you need to achieve the sound
pressure levels of the Montreux Jazz Festival
(of which Nagra has long been involved) the
Classic Power Amplifier can be bridged via
the switch on the rear panel to produce twice
as much power in a monoblock configuration.
Though our reference Sonus faber Stradivaris
are relatively sensitive, the urge to play “Smoke
on the Water” at an Earth-shattering level
proved too hard to resist.   Most of you will be
just fine with a single Classic Power Amplifier, but it is nice to know that there is a simple
upgrade path should you need it. One upgrade
that is worthy of adding at the beginning of
your Nagra journey is their VFS platform, built
to decouple the Classic Power Amplifier from
whatever surface it is installed. The VFS has a
retail of $2,495, utilizing two finely machined
layers of stainless steel, machined and anodized with the same level of finish as the rest
of the Nagra lineup. These plates are coupled
to each other and to the shelf they rest upon
with different dampening materials, developed
from aerospace research. Considering the price
that so many premium audio racks command
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The Nagra
Classic Power
Amplifier
these days, placing your Nagra component on
top of a VFS makes these racks irrelevant. We
have used them to excellent result here with
all Nagra components, and it takes but 30 seconds to hear the improvement in clarity that
they provide.

The Good:
Sleek styling and compact form factor
Top build quality, marvelous attention to detail
Scaleable, can be configured as monoblocks

Thanks to the Classic Power Amplifier, delivering lower level output in Class A mode, transitioning to AB at high power, the combination
of smoothness and unwavering dynamic capability is tough to beat. At comfortable listening
levels, you will most likely be listening in Class
A mode, yet this amplifier barely gets warm to
the touch.  You can read our full review here,
and as an added bonus, we are working on a
comprehensive evaluation of the entire Nagra
Classic lineup. This is only the beginning of our
analysis and will be completed with a full system review. Suffice to say that the whole system
is fantastic, and we look forward to sharing it
with you in the months to come. Much like that
famous Swiss watch company, once you dig
beneath the surface and live with Nagra for a
while, you realize just how much technical excellence lies beneath the surface, and what a
real value these components really are.
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Fantastic sound

Not so much:
Some may be wary of the compact shape

The Verdict:
Nagra has been building some of the
world’s finest components for some time
now, and the Classic series is fantastic. The
Classic series is perfect for anyone wanting
high performance audio delivered by components that don’t take over the listening
room. Once you get used to the way Nagra
does things, it will be hard to resist acquiring the rest of the system.
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Can’t get it out of my Head
It doesn’t take much of a push or a prayer to get
me listening to Gospel music, or as I like to call
it Hallelujah Music. Some people call it Praise
Music, others find Spiritual to be the proper term.
Whatever you dig, I have faith that you will recognize these tunes and these artists because they
are some of the finest singers and performers that
have ever lived.
As a matter of fact, Aretha Franklin’s Amazing
Grace is the best selling gospel record of all time
and right now you can, (and I did) go see the
recently released, much anticipated, documentary concert film of the same name, about the
recording of this incredible record. It’s a trip into

By Emily Duff

the past and the humble church-life beginnings
of the Queen of Soul, with a wink and a nod to
her father, the Rev. CL Franklin. From the lead
off “Mary Don’t you Weep” you are welcomed
into the California church and no matter what is
laying heavy on your mind, this record will set
you FREE. It earned Aretha a Grammy in 1973
and there is no doubt that James Cleveland and
The Southern California Community Choir had
much to do with that. This record is never out of
my head. The band is PERFECT, soulful, rockin’
on all fronts and the vibe is pure JOY. Special love
for the 10-minute version of “Amazing Grace,” a
song we think we all know and might never need
to hear again. Think again. This version will slay

THE POWER OF STYLE
Focal showcases the beauty
of wood on its loudspeakers

THE DELICACY OF OAK FOR SOPRA
The smooth, uninterrupted lines of Sopra No 2 and No 3 are enhanced by
the creamy combination of an ivory front with light oak sides and the rich
pairing of a chocolate front with dark oak sides. The naturally light wood
shines under Focal’s signature high-gloss finish.
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THE SPLENDOR OF WALNUT FOR UTOPIA
For the prestigious Utopia III Evo, Focal acquired a batch of exquisite French
walnut cultivated from a century-old tree in the Ain region. Sealed beneath a
satin finish, this brown-veined tawny yellow wood exhibits stunning nuances
of color and character amongst its plentiful knots and irregular grain. Scala
Utopia Evo and Maestro Utopia Evo are both available in an elegant light
finish or an extravagant dark finish.
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By Emily Duff

Can’t get it out of my Head

you over and over. Amazing doesn’t even begin to
describe what this album is. Grace is what Aretha
teaches us with every gorgeous note and nuance.
This year I put out a Gospel record myself and
you better believe I can’t get THAT out of my
head. However, a huge part of my wanting to
put out this collection of songs had everything to
do with The Lord Will Make a Way by Al Green.
This is some Funky Jesus! Al had me at “Let’s
Stay Together” but this record is more like “Let’s
Stay Righteous.” This record takes Al Green out
of secular music and into Gospel – complete with
disco strings, slap bass, and horns. Featuring
Al’s signature sweet, smooth vocal and B3 organ,
this collection of 9 songs is accessible Gospel for
anyone looking to get a taste of the Spirit with all
the trappings of popular music, soulful and full of
legendary studio players.
Bob Dylan…..You damn poet, you! Slow Train
Coming is a record you either love or you don’t.
I love it. Each song is crafted to beautifully and
organically. The performances are stellar and the
sequencing is close to perfect. This album stands
as one of the best records written about LOVE and
FAITH. “I Believe in You” illustrates that perfectly - go ahead and cue it up and have a listen. The
tunes are long, so there are only 9 Tracks lasting
46 minutes (a perfect album length) and remember, you “Gotta Serve Somebody,” it might as well
be Bob Dylan cause having these songs stuck in
your head is a slow train straight to heaven.
Mahalia Jackson’s My Faith is a love letter to
Christianity with standard “jazz-like” arrangements. Each song feels like a creed or a blueprint
for a righteous life and Mahalia sings it with such
convincing sincerity and joy that you want to
ay “Amen” after each track. Going from the first
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track, “My Faith” to the last, “Life Can be Beautiful,” is a journey from Genesis to Revelations.
Larry Campbell & Theresa Williams’ self-titled
album might not be Gospel but I’ll be damned if
that record don’t feel like religion. Track 10 “Keep
Your Lamp Trimmed and Burning” is a Traditional “Spiritual” that has been given the Lazarus
treatment here with Theresa’s vocal which actually could raise the dead.
Staying in this groove, I’m assigning y’all some
extra credit. I highly recommend Henry L. Carrigan Jr.’s brand new book, “Fifteen Spirituals that
will Change Your Life” to read what he has to say.
And maybe spin some Aretha while you’re reading through!
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MINE:

it should be yours

Casanuva Wooden
Omega Headphone Stand
$30
Amazon.com

A few years ago, there was a company
making some very nice, but incredibly
overpriced wooden omega stands. While
we’re not always in favor of knock off products,
these stands work well. For the headphone lover
with multiple pairs of favorite phones, this is a
very cost effective way to show off your
collection. At Amazon, of course!
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Setlist:

Photo by Brian Gage

John Paul White. Mississippi Studios. Portland, Oregon. June, 18, 2019.
A small intimate club with good acoustics. A talented singer songwriter (ex-Civil Wars) with a
great backing band. JPW conjurred up the spirits of the great Roy Oribison, Glen Campbell and
other songwriting greats, made for one unforgettable evening.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

I Wish I Could Write You A Song
My Dreams Have All Come True
Long Way Home
Yesterday’s Love
Heart Like A Kite
The Hurting Kind
The Good Old Days
This Isn’t Gonna End Well
James
Simple Song
Hate The Way You Love Me
What’s So
The Once and and Future Queen (encore. JPW solo unplugged)
Can’t Get it Out Of My Head (encore. ELO cover)
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Future Tense

Reviews in our immediate future...

Totem Tribe Towers
$5,500/pair
totemacoustic.com

Totem Acoustics Vince Bruzzeze is the king
of getting big speaker bass and dynamics
from modest size cabinets (often wowing
hifi show crowds in the process), but the
new Tribe Tower takes the Totem magic even
further. This is a relatively small speaker that
can blend into any décor that will have you
looking for the subwoofer as soon as
you power them up.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

VPI Prime Scout
$2,200
vpiindustries.com

Always improving the breed, VPI takes the lessons learned from their original Scout and
Classic series, stirring in some of the DNA from their Prime series and creates the new Prime
Scout. The result is a formidable table from America’s top turntable manufacturer.
Reviewer Eric Neff will be sharing his thoughts shortly on VPI’s latest.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

JL Audio Fathom In-Ceiling
Subwoofer system
$2,300
jlaudio.com

We’ve used JL Audio’s in-wall Fathom to great
result, and their new, smaller 8-inch in-ceiling
sub promises to be an even bigger hit, with
even greater flexibility. Featuring a dedicated
600 watt amplifier, and DSP integration, this
promises big bass in nearly any room
configuration. We’ll have a full review
and install details.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Bryston BP-2 Phono Preamplifier and PS-3 Power supply
$1,000 (BP-2), $1,100 (PS-3)
bryston.com

If you are the least bit familiar with Bryston, you know they are all about power. Their new
solid-state BP-2 MM/MC phonostage (also available as MM only) is musical and dead quiet,
even more so with their external PS-3 power supply. The mini stack of both, are small enough
to fit on your rack next to your turntable and will stun you with their performance. We’ll have
all the details, with and without power supply shortly, on our Cartridge Dude website.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

The Conrad-Johnson HVA1
$7,500
conradjohnson.com

Though Conrad-Johnson is new to the world
of headphones, they’ve been building world
class vacuum tube electronics for 40 years.
If you can imagine a GAT preamplifier for
headphones, this is it. Priced at the premium
end of the scale, a look inside the enclosure
reveals all the same bits under the hood of
their flagship GAT. We are running this
one through its paces with a number of
headphones, looking for the limits of
its performance.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Nagra Tube DAC
$19,999
nagraaudio.com

Nagra’s new Tube DAC can almost be considered a compact version of their top HD DAC,
utilizing decoding circuitry capable of decoding DSD256 files, for the ultimate in resolution.
As the name implies, it’s full tube output stage adds another level of delicacy, up from their
popular Classic DAC, though it resides in a form factor similar to the Classic series of
components. We are working feverishly on a full review of this, and the entire
Classic series.
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Future Tense

Reviews in our immediate future...

Bowers & Wilkins Formation Suite

Formation Duo ($3,999/pair), Formation Sub ($999)
bowers-wilkins.com
Legendary speaker manufacturer Bowers & Wilkins delivers premium wireless with the Formation Suite. Combining technologies from their 700 and 800 series along with a new enclosure, housing a pair of 125 watt amplifiers for the woofer and tweeter, the Formation speakers
are as powerful as they are visually stunning.
An on board DAC handles files to 24bit/96kHz, and the on board DSP promises solid bass down
to 25hz, easily augmented by the Formation Sub. Watch for our full review shortly.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Falcon Acoustics LS3/5A speakers
$3,295/pair
mofidistribution.com

There have been many variations on the LS3/5a theme. Some subtle, some major, but after
all these years, the speaker that started the mini monitor craze, proving that great sound can
come from a small box is still alive and well. The current version from Falcon Acoustics, under the watchful eye of Malcolm Jones, the designer of the original KEF B110 and T27 from the
original version.
We’ve always been a fan and have experienced quite a few versions of the LS3/5a, but these
are the best yet.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

Stevie Wonder—Pastime Paradise
Air—Run
Trombone Shorty—Buckjump
John Martyn—Glory Box
George Michael—Brother Can You
Spare a Dime?
David Gray—Sail Away
Jamie Woon—Forgiven
Gregory Porter—God Bless The Child
Fink—Trouble’s What You’re In
London Grammar—Hey Now

Qobuz’ own David Solomon was kind
enough to give us a playlist a few
issues ago, and it was over 50 tracks!
That’s a true-blue music guy. So we
posted ten of them and they’ve been
so well liked, a number of readers
have emailed asking if we’d publish
the rest. So, here’s ten more of
Dave’s faves...
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no.4

Atlanta
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MINE:

it should be yours

RUN D.M.C.—The Singles
About $100
Amazon.com

If you really want to rock it like that, you might
need to search a bit. This Record Store Day
release from a few years ago is starting to fetch
a higher price all the time. Last time we checked,
these were selling for about $60. This special part
of hip-hop’s past needs to be part of your collection if you’re a true beliver. It’s tricky.
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Dealers That Mean Business:
You’ve read all the reviews, you’ve argued with the internet pundits,
and you’re ready to write a check. Now what? If you’re a slightly used customer that likes to shop
for the best bargain you can find on Audiogon, this article is not for you. Controversial though it
might sound, I’m not against Audiogon. If you want a gently pre-owned preamp, love music, and
just don’t want to buy new, I get that - so long as you know what you’re getting into. Audiogon can
be a great place to buy pre-owned gear if you know exactly what you want - and don’t expect ANY
service. But someone must buy it new, so you can buy it used- remember that!
If you are the customer that likes to buy new, loves the feel (and the smell) of taking it out of the
box for the first time, knowing no one else has touched it, I get that too. Personally, I’m about
50/50 on this experience, as I am with cars. Ask anyone who’s bought a preamp or a used car from
me, it’s usually been pampered.
However, if you are going to spring for new gear, you need a good dealer. Someone who understands you, your music and most of all your perspective. You need someone to help you find the
right components that will work together as a system, help you set it up in some cases, and offer
support when things don’t work out as planned. There’s no substitute for experience, and a great
dealer knows their products, and knows what will work best for you.
Nearly every audio system that has failed to achieve the greatness expected of it can be traced
back to poor component choice (system and/or room) synergy and poor component setup. I’ve
been to hifi shows, homes, and dealers all over the world - hearing sound good, bad, and somewhere in between. It always boils down to these two factors if something isn’t truly broken, and it
rarely is.
The solution is easy. Find a great dealer. While there isn’t a hifi shop on every corner like there
was back in the 70s, there are still some truly great dealers out there that will help you put together a stunning music system, regardless of your budget. And I’m on a mission to find as many of
them as I can for you.
I’m starting with the folks I know, in this new section of the magazine. Most of the establishments
in this list are running full page ads in the magazine - and there is a caveat. I will not accept advertising in this magazine from a dealer unless I’ve been to their place, seen the shop and have
talked to a cross section of their customers to know they provide superior service. In most cases,
these are hifi shops that I, or someone on the staff has purchased gear from as well.
These are not just people wanting to buy space in TONEAudio. Every one of these dealers carry
my personal endorsement, and I hope that will help you on your journey. As we go forward, look
for the “TONEAudio Approved Dealer” sticker on your favorite establishment. Know a great dealer, that you’ve had superior service from? Let me know, I would like to pay them a visit and add
them to the list.
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Austin, Texas: Whetstone Audio
2401 E 6th St. #1001
Austin, Texas 78702

512.477.8503

whetstoneaudio.com

Portland, Oregon: Stereotypes Audio
1401 SE Morrison Street, Suite 115
Portland, Oregon 97214
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503.280.0910

stereotypesaudio.com
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In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

Legrand Jazz
Michael Legrand
There are numerous pressings of this jazz
classic, but this is the one you want, on Impex
Records. Nothing is better for deadline stress,
than an adult beverage and a great jazz title.
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Sarasota, Florida: Suncoast Audio
7353 International Place, Unit 309
Sarasota, Florida 34240

941.932.0282

suncoastaudio.com

New York City, New York: Noho Sound & Stereo
62 Cooper Square
New York, New York 10003
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nohosound.com
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Wauwatosa, Wisconsin: Ultra Fidelis
7125 West North Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213

414.221.0200

ultrafidelis.com

888.248.3246

echohifi.com

Portland, Oregon: Echo Audio
1015 SW Washington Street
Portland, Oregon 97205
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Marietta, Georgia: The Audio Company
146 South Park Square NE
Marietta, Georgia 30060

770.429.0434

theaudioco.com

San Diego, California: Deja VU Audio West
4848 Ronson Ct. Ste E
San Diego, California 92111
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858.412.4023

dejavuaudiowest.com
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Morton Grove, Illinois: Quintessence Audio
5701 W. Dempster Street
Morton Grove, Illinois 60053

847.966.4434

quintessenceaudio.com

Scottsdale, Arizona: LMC Home Entertainment
15507 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 135
Scottsdale, Arizona 85254
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480.403.0011

Lmche.com
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Vancouver, Canada: HiFi Centre
433 Carrall Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 6E3

888.232.9995

hificentre.com

Gig Harbor, Washington: Gig Harbor Audio
3019 Judson St. Suite D
Gig Harbor, Washington 98335
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gigharboraudio.com

In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

Superfly, the Soundtrack
Curtis Mayfield
Who says SACD is dead? MoFi’s latest
recreation of this 70s masterpiece
will get you up and out on the street
in no time. And seeing the issue
is done, it’s time to party.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

SPECTRAL 40TH

The Flaming Lips—Dark Star
Dead Heart—Phosphorescent
Curtis Amy—Gone Into It
Spoon—All The Pretty Girls Go To
The City
Jonathan Richman—That Summer
Feeling
Lucinda Williams—Born To Be Loved
Stucky Jackson & The Boys—T.V. Child
Cass McCombs—Sleeping Volcanos
Charlie Crockett—The Lost Highway
The Cookers—Ladybugg

Our newest contributor Jessica
Sieracki, is a confessed hifi, music,
and car nut. When she’s not on the
track, she’s known to spend time with
our pals at Gig Harbor Audio. Here’s
ten of her current tracks that are
getting a lot of play...
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To celebrate our 40th anniversary,
we imbued some of our most cutting-edge technology into a classic blast from the past…
This three-way bass-reflex loudspeaker perfectly represents our pioneering heritage of research, design,
and expertise.

no.5

Like its illustrious Focal predecessors from the 90s – Futura Antea and Spectral 913.1 – Spectral 40th flaunts its
signature yellow K2 drivers, updated to take advantage of our current expertise. This new model comprises a
next-generation M-profile inverted-dome tweeter, extremely resilient and highly-dynamic speaker cones, a carefully
designed crossover with meticulously selected components, a Powerflow™ port, and finished in a beautiful40th
Anniversary Walnut cabinet with a High-Gloss Black two-inch baffle. The well-dampened MDF cabinet features an
entirely non-parallel network of partitions and bracings to prevent and dissipate virtually all vibration distortions.

Gig Harbor

Spectral 40th honors the world of High Fidelity with vibrant, expressive sound at any volume level, regardless of the
musical genre, providing hours of listening pleasure.
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Last Word

Our parting thought to ponder.
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Socially Speaking
TONEAudio’s Online hangouts

If you want more TONE all the time, we’re
doing our best to disperse more content all
of the time on numorous platforms. Just
click here to follow us on our main Facebook
page:
https://www.facebook.com/TONEPUB2/
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Get The Gear: Where to find what you’ve seen in this issue.

Abyss
Ana Mighty Sound
Analog Magik
Anthem

anamightysound.com
analogmagik.com
anthemav.com

Bryston

integrityhf.com

dCS

Audia Flight

audioluxllc.com

Dynaudio

vanaltd.com
highendbyoz.com

Exogal

AudioVision SF

audiovisionsf.com

Focal

AVID HiFi

avidhifi.com

Boulder
Bowers & Wilkins

boulderamp.com
bowers-wilkins.com

dynaudio.com
vanaltd.com

Echo Audio

Audio Solutions

conradjohnson.com
dcsltd.co.uk

E.A.T.

audioresearch.com

audolici.com

musicalsurroundings.com

conrad-johnson

Audio Research

Audolici

soundorg.com

Clearaudio

Atlas Cable

Audio Physic

cardas.com

Chord Cable

aquahifi.com

audioclassics.com

bryston.com

Cardas Audio

Aqua Audio

Audio Classics
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abyss-headphones.com

echohifi.com

Esoteric

esoteric-usa.com
exogal.com
audioplusservices.com

Franco Serblin
Gold Note

francoserblin.it
goldnote.it

Golden Ear

goldenear.com

Grand Prix Audio

grandprixaudio.com
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Get The Gear: Where to find what you’ve seen in this issue.

Hana Cartridges
HiFi Centre
Jern Speakers
Kanto Audio
Kiseki
Linn Audio
Luxman
McIntosh
MartinLogan
MoFi Electronics
Musical Fidelity
Nagra
Naim
Octave
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musicalsurroundings.com
hificentre.com
jernspeakers.com
kantoaudio.com
kisekiusa.com
linn.co.uk
luxman.com
mcintoshlabs.com
martinlogan.com
mofielectronics.com
audioplusservces.com
nagraaudio.com
Audiopplusservices.com
octave.de

PS Audio

psaudio.com

Paradigm

paradigm.com

Pass Labs

passlabs.com

PrimaLuna

primaluna-usa.com

Primare

mofielectronics.com

ProAc

soundorg.com

ProJect

pro-jectusa.com

REL

rel.net

Rega

soundorg.com

Simaudio

simaudio.com

Sonus faber

sonusfaber.com

SVS Subwoofers
Tellurium Q

svsound.com
telluriumq.com

Totem

totemacoustic.com

Upscale Audio
VAC

upscaleaudio.com
vac-amplifiers.com

Vitus Audio

highendbyoz.com

VPI

vpiiindustries.com

Warwick Acoustics

warwickacoustics.com
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Coming in issue

no.97

n Tubes, Tubes, Tubes...
n Prima Luna EVO 400 Amplifier and Pre
n BAT VK-56SE Power Amplifier
n Audio Research REF 160M Monoblocks
n And more...
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